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KITCH E NS

THE ADVANTAGES OF FREE STANDING KITCHENS
Free-standing kitchens are
a new idea based on an oldfashioned concept: each
kitchen unit is mobile. Apart
from the units with plumbing
and electrical work, the rest
can be recombined whenever
home owners feel the need.
Units can even be fitted with
casters to make rearranging
them quicker and easier.

According to Silvia Miles,
founder and owner of Milestone
Kitchens, this has several
advantages over fitted kitchens.
Miles, a former teacher, mother
of three and Fine Arts graduate,
developed Milestone Kitchens
as an online business – without
a physical showroom – perfectly
filling the niche between DIY and
fitted kitchens, offering value for

money units manufactured from
solid wood that home owners
can install themselves.
Free-standing kitchens can
be bought piece by piece. “As
your family, home and budget
change, so can your kitchen,”
says Miles. “And, with a freestanding kitchen, you’re not
forced to endure the same
look for the next 20 years.”
You could also take your
kitchen with you if you move.
“Your kitchen becomes an
investment,” adds Miles.
The other major advantage
is the easy access that freestanding units offer. “It’s
easy to get behind or under a
free-standing unit, making for
a cleaner, more hygienic, pestand vermin- free environment,”
says Miles.
Milestone Kitchens recently

developed the Decorex Best
Innovative Product Awardwinning Kitchen in a Cupboard
(KIAC). This compact, all-in-one
solution comes in two parts,
requiring just five bolts for
assembly: you’ll only need to
consult a professional for the
plumbing. It is perfectly suited
to B&Bs, holiday flats, bachelor
pads, studio apartments and
small beach cottages, or anyone
scaling down or needing to
optimise space. It’s a stylish
solution for modern living,
providing all the functionality
of a kitchen in a unit that can
be closed up to look like a
cupboard, never detracting from
your living space.
Milestone Kitchens offers its
free standing kitchens units in
four styles.
www.milestonekitchens.co.za

KITCHEN TRENDS FROM MILAN 2016
The emphasis this year from
bulthaup in Milan focused on
creating different atmospheres
and spaces. bulthaup has reenvisioned two of its core ranges
(b1 and b3) as well as enhanced
and evolved its accessory range
(b+). These are stunning, moodevoking materials and layouts
with an unprecedented flexibility
based on the user’s preferences
and needs.
The future of the bulthaup
b3 system (b3 Milan 2016),
revolves around the core idea
that the requirements needed in
the space change as they evolve
throughout the day or for the
occasion. The system makes it
possible to create different room
effects using the interplay of
material and light. Different levels
can be created to vary depth
and horizontal positions so that
users can either create a working
environment or a comfortable
living ambience.
The new bulthaup wall made
of panes in a various high-end
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materials (such as coated
Japanese paper) provides
the basis which together with
illuminated functional profiles
create an atmospheric living
ambience. The worktop extending
from the wall is free-standing
and is therefore for the first time
independent of any substructure.
bulthaup b3 Milan eliminates the
rigidity of predefined structures,
allowing the entire architectural
space to be altered. bulthaup
walls can even create new rooms
and spaces, for example for
storage or for appliances.
The future of the bulthaup
b1 system (b1 Milan 2016) has
simplicity as its main principle.
It’s a response to people’s
present day lifestyles and everchanging configurations: plug and
play – as simple module system
that adapts to the user. The
focal point is the b1 countertop
with freely selectable functions,
providing a centre for cooking
and social interaction.
A ‘traditional’ workbench

features a countertop mounted
on a surface-finished metal
frame. The workbench is
supplemented by a component
containing water and power
installations as well as waste. It
can be fitted with a number of
different functions – induction
cooktop, water point with a sink
made from hot-rolled stainless
steel and food prep modules
in various materials such as
wood, stone or stainless steel.
Other elements (for additional
storage) can be placed under
the metal frame. The fronts
in alpine white matt lacquer
provide an exciting contrast.
The new bulthaup b+
solitaires system are individual
elements that make it possible
to create different living spaces
around the table. Solitaires
deliberately blur the line
between kitchen and living area.
They go beyond a conventional
kitchen set-up – it is more a
living space system.
www.bulthaup.co.za

